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FOREWORDS 

Tanzania aims to become a semi-industrialized country through industrialization and 
infrastructure investment, with a goal of having the manufacturing sector contribute a 
minimum of 40% of the national economy’s GDP of the national economy by 2025. To 
achieve this, Tanzania aims to transform its existing economy, which is dominated by 
natural resource exploitation activities and extractive industries (agriculture, tourism 
and mining), to a diversified economy with a broad base of manufacturing, processing 
and packaging industries. This economic transformation will lead to a significant 
increase in production and export trade industries. Foreign Direct Investments (FDIs) 
will be targeted to provide the capital for the desired industry development and 
infrastructure investment.   

This Morogoro Municipal Investment Profile includes investment promotion priorities 
and strategies, available investment incentives existing conditions of the investment 
climate, regulatory investment requirements and available investment options within 
the MMC.  

The objective is to offer the prospective investors (ranging from small scale to large 
scale) with a clear, concise and realistic picture of investment opportunities within 
MMC. The MMC does not believe that serious investors can be attracted to an area 
through a purely ‘promotional’ approach, one that promotes the positive while hiding 
the negative. So, the Guide is written to be credible. Therefore, the challenges and 
opportunities of making investments are described to provide clarity and confidence 
for potential investors.   

 

........................................ 

Hon. Pascal Kihanga. 

Morogoro Municipal Mayor 

August 2019  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Municipal Council has and will always strive to create an investment-friendly 
environment for prospective investors. The Municipal efforts to promote investment 
are in line with the national policies, specifically the Tanzanian Government 
Industrialization Agenda 2025, the Tanzania Investment Act of 1997, the Public 
Private Partnership Policy of 2010 and the Economic Processing Zones Act of 2006. 
The alignment of local and national strategies is helping to make the country 
competitive by having an economy that is capable of producing sustainable growth 
and shared benefits for all citizens. With that focus, the aim was transforming the 
economy from a predominantly agricultural one to a diversified and semi-industrialized 
economy with a substantial industrial sector comparable to typical middle-income 
countries. 

The overall objective of this report is to identify the investment opportunities in 
association with industrial development, deduce their promotion strategies including 
incentives, and investment roadmaps for businesses and investors wanting to invest 
in Morogoro. 

The output of the assignment was to have a viable and realistic Morogoro Municipal 
Investment Profile that outlines detailed investment opportunities within the 
municipality alongside their promotional strategies and guidance on how to invest in 
Morogoro. The Consultants used a participatory and collaborative approach based on 
multi-sector involvement (LGA departments and units, Government and other 
institutions especially utility agencies, existing businesses, NGOs and advocacy 
groups)  

Methodologies used include reviewing and assessing relevant LGA data and reports 
to identify the current LGAs status, policies and investment strategies. The documents 
reviewed include MMC Strategic Plan, Socio-economic profiles, investment policies, 
sector policies, other available resources and geographical maps. A SWOT analysis 
was conducted to understand MMC’s existing investment strategies based on natural 
resources, MMC’s demographic profile and geographical location. The outcome of this 
activity identified investment gaps and competitive advantages that will be highlighted 
during the development of this MMC Investment Profile. Focus Groups and 
stakeholder interviews were conducted to gather valuable information on their 
previous investment experiences. These key stakeholders include Heads of 
departments, Heads of council sections and units, government investment agencies, 
current investors within MMC, political leaders, FBO leaders, LGA service providers 
and NGOs leaders.  Finally, workshops were held to validate the recommendations of 
this report.  

The MMC has identified investment opportunities in trade, industrial manufacturing, 
tourism, agro-processing, livestock, infrastructure and social service industries. These 
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investment opportunities are expected to be exploited by a wide range of investors 
and potentially through Public Private Partnerships. 

The identified investment opportunities are into two categories, namely direct 
investment and investment in market linkages. Direct investments focus on attracting 
capital by setting up facilities to process raw materials into finished products and to 
improve medium and large-scale agricultural and livestock production. 

Market linkages entail connecting small farmers and other producers with companies 
that are willing to buy their products and provide them with access to local and regional 
markets.   These connections and market access will support small farmer’s, livestock 
keepers, and the local economy by improving the capacity of crop and animal 
husbandry, post-harvest product handling, processing and quality controls.  In 
addition, the large quantity of food and cash crops, abundance of livestock and the 
population in Morogoro region provide an opportunity for medium and large-scale 
producers to invest in targeted industries.  One priority industry is the agro-processing 
industry because there is a potential linkage between small enterprises, farmers and 
producers with buyers who are ready to invest in the construction of agro-processing 
facilities.    

This profile provides prospective investors and interested parties with insightful 
information about investment opportunities, the benefits of making invests in Morogoro 
and a step by step process that will ensure your investments are successful.  
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PART ONE:  

SOCIO-ECONOMIC PROFILE OF MOROGORO 
MUNICIPALITY 

1.1 Background Information 

Morogoro Municipality is the Regional Headquarter of the Morogoro Region.  It is one 
of the oldest towns in Tanzania (previously named Tanganyika). In the 18th century, 
Arabs used Morogoro as a stopover and route for slave caravans from the hinterland 
to the coast before shipping them to the far-east through the Indian Ocean. 

Its inception as a township is said to have come at the end of the 19th century when it 
had a population of about 3,000 people.  At that time missionaries developed an 
interest in this little settlement to gain control of the already spreading slave trade.  It 
was at that time when the Germans were converting Morogoro into a provincial 
headquarters of the Eastern province of German East Africa. They built a church and 
a few buildings at Kigurunyembe, which is only four kilometres from the present town 
centre.   

In 1962, a year after the independence of Tanganyika, Morogoro became a Town 
Council. In 1988, Morogoro became a municipality and the Morogoro Municipal 
Council was established under the provisions of Section 8 & 9 of the Local 
Government (Urban Authorities) Act, No.8 of 1982 as amended by [Cap.288 
R.E.2002]. 

1.2 Morogoro Municipality in a Snapshot  

Variable Description and figures 

Location Eastern part of Tanzania and West of Dar es Salaam 

Neighborhood Mvomero District on the North and West; and 

Morogoro Rural District on the East and the South 

Population 375,668 people (180,615 Males and 195,053 

Females) (Data of 2018) 

Population density 746 people per square Kilometer 

Administration One division with 29 wards subdivided into 295 streets 

Total land 531sq.kms with 24.7 Sq. kms water area 

Communication Cellular networks coverage of TTCL, Vodacom, TIGO, 

Airtel, Halotel, Smile and Zantel 

Languages Kiswahili, English and Native languages 
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1.3 Geography 

1.3.1 Location 

Morogoro Municipality is about 195 kilometres to the west of commercial city Dar es 
Salaam and is situated on the lower slopes of the Uluguru Mountains whose peak are 
approximately 1,600 feet above sea level.  Morogoro Municipality is one of the Nine 
Councils in Morogoro Region. It lies at the crossings of longitudes 37033’ and 
37051’east of the Greenwich Meridian and latitude 6037’ and 6055’ south of Equator.  

 

Figure 1: Map of Tanzania Showing Location of Morogoro Urban  

Note: Morogoro region has been shown with green color, but the municipality area is 
that one labelled with black color  
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1.3.2 Topography 

The municipality lies about 1,600 feet above sea level. With the exception of very few 
slopes, the municipality is relatively homogeneous with gently undulating plains 
intersected by seasonal streams. The south eastern and western part of the district 
gives way to mountainous land covered by forest, commonly known as Uluguru 
Mountains and Mindu mountains respectively which mostly creates the investment 
opportunities in tourism and forestry. There is a flat belt located in the central and 
northern parts of the municipality that has created the base for commercial activities, 
human settlements and industrial establishments. 

1.3.3 Climate 

Despite the variation of climatic conditions throughout the year, the weather is 
attractive because of its high altitude.  The Municipality experiences average daily 
temperature of 30oC degrees centigrade with a daily range of about 5oC degrees 
centigrade.  

The highest temperature occurs in November and December, during which the mean 
maximum temperature is about 33oC degrees centigrade.  The minimum temperature 
is in June and August when the temperatures go down to about 16oC degrees 
centigrade. The mean relative humidity is about 66% and drops down to as far as 37%.  
The total average annual rainfall ranges from 821mm to 1,505mm.  Long rains occur 
between March and May and short rains occur between October and December each 
year. 

This moderate climate makes it attractive to those industries that require stable climate 
conditions to be successful. 

1.3.4 Physical Features 

The major physical features include the famous Uluguru Mountains, which lie in the 
south-eastern part, and Mindu mountains, which lie in the western part. The mountains 
have water falls that are the sources of water for various domestic and industrial uses, 
tourism and agricultural activities; for instance, the waterfalls near Kinole village.  

There are three main rivers with several tributaries, which form several alluvial flood 
plains.  These rivers are the Morogoro, Kilakala, and Bigwa. Other sources of water 
are the Mindu Dam, which was built in the late 1980s to serve industries as well as for 
domestic purposes. 
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Figure 2: A remote waterfall in the Uluguru mountains near the village of Kinole. 

1.3.5 Soil 

The Municipality is covered by loam, sandy loam and clay soil. The soils vary between 
red lateritic earth grey sand to silt hardpan and iron crust “mbuga”. Moreover, there 
are sandy clay loam and reddish coloured soils on inter flute slopes that are saturated 
with water within 100 centimetres of the surface during the growing season. The 
majority of these soils have high nutrient contents and are considered suitable for a 
wide range of food and cash crops.  Therefore, the soil conditions provide the potential 
for profitable cultivation.  

1.4 Demography 

Like other councils in Morogoro region, the population of Morogoro Municipality has 
experienced significant growth. The Council’s average annual growth rate of the 
population during the 1978 to 1988 intercensal period was 4.6 percent, but decreased 
to 4.2 percent during the 1988 to 2002 intercensal period. According to 1978, 1988, 
2002 and 2012 Population and Housing Censuses, the population of the district 
increased from 74,114 in 1978 to 117,760 in 1988 and reached 315,866 in 2012. 
These figures show an increase of 205,705 people or an average annual growth rate 
of 3.86 percent from 1988 to 2012 compared to 4.7 percent from 1988 to 2002 
intercensal period. Population projection for year 2019 is expected to rise to 386,118 
people (185,552 males and 200,566 females). The increase in population is the source 
of labor force and the market for the produced or manufactured items. 
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1.5 Main Economic Activities 

Activities done by the municipality inhabitant are trade 35%, agriculture and livestock 
keeping 33%, official activities 16%, other small employment 11% and industries 5%. 

i. Industrial Manufacturing  

There are small, medium and large-scale industries making a total of 340. Among 
these industries only 329 (8 large scale, 8 medium scale and 313 small scale) are 
operating and 11 (9 large and 2 medium scale) are not active. Large-scale industries 
deal with tobacco processing, packaging, train workshop, textile, gas, leather 
manufacturing. The medium-scale industries deal with dealing with steel rolling mills, 
agricultural products processing, engineering equipment, printing, gypsum products 
and plastics products. And small industries present deal with milling machines, 
garage, products processing, weaving, tailoring and carpentry. 

ii. Agriculture 

Agriculture in the municipality is both for subsistence and commercial farming. The 
area is characterized by urban settlements which limit the practice of farming activities. 
In the year 2018/19 a total of 4,363.94 hectares were cultivated different crops. The 
total harvest was 6,145.43 tones. Crops cultivated include maize and paddy; others 
are vegetables, tomatoes, sweat potatoes, sweet pepper and onions. Sisal is the major 
cash crop grown in the municipality  

iii. Trade and commerce 

Various trade activities are found in the municipality including wholesale and retail 
shops, clothes, hardware, saloon, lodge and guest houses and so on. There are other 
business found in market areas of Kingolwira and Tungi dealing with vegetables, fruits, 
cereals and fish. Also there are auction in different areas and days i.e Kikundi on 
Saturday, Sabasaba on Sunday, Tungi on Friday and Mazimbu on Thursday 

iv. Livestock keeping 

Livestock keeping is also limited in the municipality. Shortage of grazing land and by-
laws introduced countrywide require that there must be a control to prevent massive 
livestock operations within municipals. Statistics show that 8.2% of the population 
engaged in livestock keeping (Morogoro Municipality Socioeconomic Profile, 2016). 
Cattle, goat, sheep, pigs and poultry are some of the livestock kept under zero grazing. 

v. Fisheries 

Fisheries in the municipality involve fingerlings raising and production of mature fish 
ready for final consumption. There are 26 ponds which are man-made fish ponds 
found at the wards of Bigwa, Magadu, Indu, Mazimbu, Mlimani, Boma and Kingolwira 
(Morogoro Municipality Socio-economic Profile, 2016).   
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PART TWO 

REASONS TO INVEST IN MOROGORO MUNICIPALITY AND 
SWOT ANALYSIS 

2.1. Reasons to Invest in Morogoro Municipality 

2.1.1 Presence of various tourist attractions 

The local tourist attractions in Morogoro municipality include morning site (Old 
Germany settlement build in 1911), waterfalls, bush shrike, three-horned chameleon, 
Uluguru endemic toads, German tower, Lukwangule plateau, grave of Morogoro 
founder, curves, graves of the warriors from South Africa (ANC) e.t.c.  

Moreover, the Municipality is near the Selou Game Reserve, Mikumi National Park 
and Uduzungwa national park, which significantly contributes to the size of the tourism 
and hospitality industry. 

 
Figure 3: A Picture Showing Lion and Giraffe at Mikumi National Park which is 100 Km 
from Morogoro. 

2.1.2 Transportation infrastructure 

The Municipality has a large internal network of all-weather roads, which makes it easy 
to move people and goods. The road network is a significant competitive advantage 
and makes it easy to conduct business activities. The Municipality is also well 
connected to the productive hinterland and business hubs of East Africa, which directly 
supports the local economy (see appendix 2) 

The Municipality has a 582.03 km road network of which 27.77 km are tarmac, 
36.40km are covered with gravel and 517.86 km are earth roads. Morogoro 
Municipality is strategically located at the crossroads of Tanzania mainland at the 
center of two crucial cities of Dodoma and Dar es salaam (see road distances in 
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appendix 3). Distance from Morogoro Municipality to major business cities are Dar es 
Salaam (192 Km), Arusha (621 Km), Dodoma (250 Km), Mbeya (630 Km), Tanga (329 
Km) and Mwanza (960 Km). 

The completion of standard Gauge Railway will make it easier to transport industrial 
products and raw materials from surrounding districts and regions to the Dar es 
Salaam commercial center.  This railway network (see appendix 4) will have a 
significant impact on all companies within Morogoro that rely on railroad distribution 
for their business operations. The distance from the municipality to Dar es Salaam 
(207 Km), Dodoma (336 Km), Mwanza (712 Km) and Mbeya (518 Km). 

 
Figure 4: Dar-Morogoro SGR railway on final stages 

The Municipality is served by an airstrip which is near Uluguru Mountains known as 
Morogoro airstrip which is 3.5 Kilometers north of the town, (see appendix 5 for the 
distance of an airstrip to other business/commercial parts of Tanzania. It is just a 
local/light traffic. There are small passenger’s flights operating from and to Dar es 
Salaam.  Other airstrips found in Morogoro regions are Ifakara, Ulanga, Kilosa and 
Mvomero. 

2.1.3 Access to Financial Capital 

There are both formal and informal financial institutions within the Municipality. These 
financial institutions include commercial banks like CRDB, NMB, Exim Bank, TPB, 
NBC, Standard Chartered Bank, Barclays Bank Tanzania and Stanbic bank. Co-
operative banks, non-bank financial institutions, financial NGOs, insurance 
companies, SACCOS, Rotating Savings and Credit Schemes also operate within the 
Municipality. This wide range of financial institutions makes it easier to meet the 
diverse financial needs of the business community. Their presence within the 
Municipality provides businesses with multiple opportunities to access needed capital. 
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2.1.4 Access to a Talented Workforce 

According to the 2015-16 Demographic and Health Survey and Malaria indicator 
survey of Tanzania, the Morogoro Region boasts 90.3% and 70.3% employment 
among men and women aged 15-49, which is the 8th and 5th highest employment 
percentage among all regions within Tanzania respectively.  This demonstrates that 
there is enough male and female labor to satisfy the employment needs generated by 
investors.  

Furthermore, the data of 2018 show that Morogoro Municipal rank 2nd within the region 
having a population of 375,668 (180,615 males and 195,053 females) which is about 
14.5% of Morogoro region population (MMC, 2019). 

Regarding educational attainment levels among Tanzanian men, the Morogoro 
Region boasts 70.1% and 23.9% primary and secondary education respectively. The 
record on women indicates that 79.4% and 23.9% attained primary and secondary 
education respectively. This demonstrates that there is a talented workforce that can 
meet the employment needs of potential business investors. 

The Morogoro Region has been successful in recruiting new workers to satisfy the 
employment needs of local businesses.  It is ranked 6th best at recruiting new workers 
for employment opportunities.  This recruitment capacity is a tremendous asset and 
can benefit new potential business investors. 

The Morogoro Region is within the top 10 regions in Tanzania in terms of the number 
of male skilled laborers.  According to MCC population data of 2018 in Morogoro 
municipal with people aged 15-49 years are 218,203 (47.1% males and 52.9% 
females). This provides a competitive advantage for investors because it 
demonstrates there is sufficient skilled laborers to fulfill occupations that require 
advanced skill sets. 

2.1.5 Access to Raw materials 

There are a wide variety of natural resources and raw materials available for 
investment within Morogoro. Natural resources like fertile land, forest and water 
resources provide a competitive advantage to the agriculture and agro-processing 
industries.   

2.1.6 Presence of Utilities 

In the municipality the basic social utilities are present in many parts. These include 
reliable electricity, water, communication facilities, etc. 

The Morogoro Region was the 6th highest in the total quantity of electricity sold within 
Tanzania. TANESCO located Morgr2, Moro, Kidat2 and Kidat33 plants/units in 
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Morogoro region which produce electricity of 5187, 7011, 5186 and 5223 voltage 
respectively. This demonstrates that there is sufficient capacity to support industries 
that require significant electricity services to effectively operate their business. 

The Morogoro Region was the 6th highest in the total water production within Tanzania. 
In the municipal 68% of the household has been reached with water service, the 
production of water is 34,500 M3 per day. This demonstrates that there is sufficient 
capacity to support industries that require significant amounts of water to effectively 
operate their business. 

2.1.7 Communication facilities 

The Municipality has a variety of communication facilities that are capable of effectively 
servicing the business community. Communication services that are available in the 
Municipality include postal services, mobile and landline telephones, private carriers 
and internet.  

2.1.8 Administrative support/attractive regime 

Being part of The United Republic of Tanzania (Morogoro municipality in particular) is 
politically, socially and economically stable. Private investments are constitutionally 
protected nationally and further protected through international conventions. Morogoro 
municipality dwellers continue to live in peace and with a sense of a common national 
identity without ethnic or tribal division.  Furthermore, good governance helps to create 
an investment environment that is attractive to domestic and foreign investors 

2.1.9 Presence of Higher Learning Institutions and Colleges 

There are various institutions producing graduates with different knowledge like 
agriculture and livestock, management, law, finance, business studies. religion, 
education, social sciences, technical skills and civil engineering. This provides a 
competitive advantage for investors because it demonstrates presence of various 
professional skills. The institutions are very crucial in conducting research and 
providing consultancy services to the investors wherever needed. 

2.2 Morogoro Municipality SWOT Analysis on Investment 

The SWOT analysis was performed to seek and identify Strength, Weaknesses, 
Opportunities and Threats of Morogoro’s ability to attract investment.  The analysis 
was based on the following factors including skills and knowledge of MMC staff, ability 
to service investors’ needs, leadership and management experience, stakeholder and 
community involvement, councils Policies, organizational by-laws, etc. 

The purpose of the Organizational SWOT Analysis was: 
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i. To assess how well current institutional arrangements, meet the need 
for the Council to carry out proactive investment promotion activities. 

ii. To identify whether the budget, skills, staffing levels, procedures, and 
processes, including Website, are adequate to the mandate and purpose 
of the investment promotions strategies. 

iii. Identify potential opportunities to create partnerships and alliances to 
strengthen investment promotion capacity. 

iv. Identify any threats that impact the effective functioning of the 
investment promotion strategies. 

2.2.1 Strengths and Weaknesses 

The table below shows the strength and weaknesses identified in the municipality. 

Table 1: Strength and Weaknesses of Morogoro Municipality 

Criteria Strengths Weaknesses 
Leadership  

 

1. Experienced leadership 
2. Presence of strong and 

committed leaders 
3. Conducting periodic 

meetings 
4. Good governance 

1. Inadequacy of knowledge and 
skills on administration and 
management issues 

2. Inadequate working tools 
(Especially transport) 

Human 
Resource 
and 
management  

 

1. Enough personnel  
2. Teamwork spirit 
3. Committed and 

dedicated human 
resource 

4. Presence of staff training 
Programme 

1. Inadequate and spatial working 
offices 

2. Inadequate and outdated 
facilities 

Processes to 
deliver 
services 

 

1. Ability to offer tender and 
high-quality service 

2. Ability to provide quality 
service timely 

3. Ability to provide 
guidelines and 
instructions 

4. Accountability and 
transparency 

1. Inadequate working tools 
2. Inadequate database 

management system 
3. Inadequate science teachers 
4. Inadequate schools and teachers 

for students with special needs 
5. Inadequate school teachers’ 

houses 
6. Inadequate water infrastructure 
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Criteria Strengths Weaknesses 
Policy and 
strategies 

 

1. Presence of District 
Strategic Plan 

2. Government 
commitment to plans 
and budget 

3. Presence of by-laws, 
directives, rules and 
regulations  

1. Inability to fully implement the 
MMC plans 

 

 

Financial 
Resources  

1. Presence of strong 
mechanism for financial 
management 

1.Unreliable sources of revenue 

Technology 1. Presence of data 
management system 

2. Qualified professional 
staff to cope with 
changing technology 

1. Inadequate infrastructure and 
working tools 

 

The 
community 

1. Presence of training 
institutions 

2. Good working relations 
with its stakeholders 

3. Existing peace and 
tranquility  

4. Presence of agricultural 
services center 

5. Good geographical zone 

1.Low education status 

2.Presence of negative cultural traits 

 

2.2.2 Opportunities and Threats 

The table below shows the identified opportunities and threats in the municipality. 

Table 2: Strength and Weaknesses of Morogoro Municipality 

Criteria Opportunities Threats 
Leadership  

 

1. Government stability 
2. Support from Central 

Government 
3. Availability of Training 

Institutions 

1. The willingness of political 
leaders to support development 
activities 

2. Political influence on technical 
issues 

3. Delay in decision making 
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Criteria Opportunities Threats 
4. On-going public service 

reform 
4. Political interference 

Human 
Resource  

1. Availability of human 
capital in the labour 
market 

2. Government support 
3. Availability of training 

institution to impart 
knowledge  

4. Regular staff meeting 
5. The on-going public 

service reforms 
6. Effective use of 

technical assistance 
7. Maintaining gender 

balance 
8. Available training 

materials and the 
council’ s needs 
 

1. Political influence 
2. The outbreak of communicable 

and non-communicable diseases 
3. Late and inadequate fund 

disbursement 

 

Processes to 
deliver 
services 

 

1. Availability of various 
process technologies in 
the market 

2. Availability of arable 
land with multiple 
ecological zones 

3. Presence of 
infrastructure 

4. Business opportunities 
5. Availability of Public 

Procurement Act and 
Public Finance Act 

6. Support from Banks 
7. Support from Central 

Government  
8. Availability of potential 

donors due to a good 
environment 

9. Good cooperation with 
clients/community 

1. Limited budget 
2. Low awareness among 

stakeholders on council payment 
procedures 

3. Inadequate infrastructure 
4. Adherence to laws, rules and 

regulations 
5. Inadequate and outdated facilities 
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Criteria Opportunities Threats 
Policy and 
strategies 

 

1. Presence of the Local 
Government Act of 
1982 

2. Presence of defined 
Policies and guidelines 
from Central 
Government 

3. Presence of Vision 
2025 

4. Ruling Party Election 
Manifesto 

1. Frequent changes in policies and 
strategies  

2. Changes in policy priorities 
3. Low awareness among council 

staff on policies, directives, rules 
and regulations 

 

Financial 
Resources 

1. Support from the 
Government  

2. Presence of financial 
institutions 

3. Support from 
Development Partners 

1. Flow of funds is insufficient and 
non-continuous 

2. High interest rates charged by 
financial institutions 

3. Insufficient incentives and 
motivation packages 

Technology 1. Availability of modern 
technology in the 
market 

2. Presence of training 
institutions to build 
capacity of staff in 
changing technology 

3. The on-going public 
sector reform 

1. Capacity to cope with changing 
technology 

2. Change of technology frequently 
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PART THREE 

PRIORITY INVESTMENTS IN MOROGORO MUNICIPALITY 

3.1 National Investment Statement  

Tanzania’s development aspirations are outlined in the Tanzania Development Vision 
2025 (TDV 2025) which was developed in the late 1990s to guide economic and social 
development efforts up to the year 2025.  

The country needed to have a competitive economy capable of producing sustainable 
growth and shared benefits for all citizens. With that focus, the aim was transforming 
the economy from a predominantly agricultural one to a diversified and semi-
industrialized economy with a substantial industrial sector comparable to typical 
middle-income countries. 

The Second Five Year Development Plan 2016/17-2020/21 (FYDP II) has the theme: 
“Nurturing and Industrial Economy”, which also supported industrial development. 
With that role, the ability to attract private sector investments is a key determinant of 
the future growth and productivity of our economy. The country is determined to 
alleviate constraints to private sector participation in the desired industrialization and 
socio-economic transformation by:  

i. Providing appropriate guidance to the private sector and all other stakeholders  
ii. Investing in ways that leverage the participation of the private sector  
iii. Making limited smart interventions in areas that are important for our 

development quest but remain unattractive to the private sector 
iv. Nurturing collaborative action and effective state-business relations 

To make sure the industrial economy of the country is reviving non-performing, 
factories; assessing the status of existing industrial plants under public and/or private 
ownership with a view to ensuring that the economic and commercially viable plants 
are put back into operation.  

And here are various investments that have been done as a result of national priority 
on the development of the industrial sector: 

• Agro-processing, manufacturing of consumer durables and assembly 
industries [processing of meat, leather, fruits and nuts and the production of 
wood and paper products, with machinery and chemicals as strategic bets 

• ICT Based Industry and Technological Adaptation: computer assembly, 
production of computing and communications equipment, cables, printers and 
scanners, electronics and allied services (logistics and data services) as well 
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as the establishment of cyber cities and software parks as well as industrial 
incubators).  

• Also, natural resource-based industry: Effectively utilizing and add value to its 
rich natural resource endowments agricultural commodities, livestock products, 
tourism, forestry and marine products as well as mineral resources 

• Basic industry: based on iron ore deposits, coal, soda-ash, chemical, natural 
gas. 

Therefore, the general national statement on investment focuses on industrial 
development but is supplemented with the development of other sectors like 
agriculture, livestock. Private sectors as the key to the development of any economy 
are highly encouraged to invest more. 

3.2 Investment Opportunities in Morogoro Region in General 

As the headquarter for the region, Morogoro has a variety of investment opportunities. 
In this Morogoro municipality Investment Profile, it is of crucial importance to know the 
investment opportunities available. The Morogoro Region Investment Guide report of 
2016 identified investment opportunities in agriculture, manufacturing, beekeeping, 
commercial real estate development, livestock keeping, tourism, education and health. 

Strategically the region provides access of market to other nearby regions (Dar es 
Salaam, Pwani, Dodoma, Tanga, Iringa and Njombe) and neighboring countries 
(Malawi, Zambia, Burundi, Rwanda and Congo DRC) through road and railway 
networks and; airstrips which are located in Ifakara, Ulanga, Morogoro, Kilosa and 
Mvomero.  

Furthermore, the region is endowed with national parks (Mikumi national park), a 
variety of raw materials (minerals, agricultural raw materials like simsims, paddy, 
maize, sugar cane, ginger, and cotton) favoring the establishment of various industries 
that require the use of these materials in their business operations. There are social 
utilities found in the region like water supply, electricity; communication services from 
TTCL, Tigo, Vodacom, Zantel, Airtel, Halotel and Tigo and; a variety of financial 
institutions.  

Thus, the following are some of the investment areas to invest in Morogoro region in 
general.  

1. Industries 
Agro processing industries; manufacturing industries; oil seed production and 
processing industries; cereal production, processing and packaging industries; fruits 
and vegetables industries; leather industries; sugar factories; tractor assembly and 
farm implements manufacturing plants; precious stones processing (lapidary industry); 
production of animal vaccine; textile mills and bicycle assembly plant. 
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2. Agriculture 
Commercial agriculture, horticulture and floriculture 
3. Livestock and animal husbandry 
Organic beef and mutton (Abattoirs),  
4. Natural Resources 
Honey and bee wax value addition 
5. Construction and Infrastructure 
Specialist hospitals and health control, Power generation, Five to three Star hotels, 
Folk development colleges and Vocational training center 
6. Mineral and mineral products 
7. Pharmaceuticals 
8. Aqua culture 

3.3 Existing Investments in Morogoro Municipality 

The municipality is characterized by rapid expansion of human settlements and 
business centers. Unlike other districts in Morogoro Region and Tanzania in general, 
agricultural activities are not leading due to limited land available. In the municipality 
land has been utilized by the industrial sector and other business/trade activities, 
which are highlighted below.  

3.3.1 Trade and Industries 

Within the Municipality, there are small, medium and large-scale industries making a 
total of 340. Among these industries only 329 (8 large scale, 8 medium scale and 313 
small scale) are operating and 11 (9 large and 2 medium scale) are not active.  

The large-scale industries operating are specifically dealing with tobacco processing, 
packaging, train workshop, textile, gas, leather manufacturing; and those not operating 
are dealing with seed oil, canvas mill, soap, plastics, ceramics wares and leather 
goods. 

The medium-scale industries operating are specifically dealing with steel rolling mills, 
agricultural products processing, engineering equipment, printing, gypsum products 
and plastics products; and those not operating are dealing with cotton processing and 
seed oil industries 

Morogoro Municipal socio-economic profile of 2016 shows that there is a total of 1,100 
businesses. In terms of amount of investments; the leading investments were in 
hotels/lodges and restaurants (20.9%) followed by, wholesale and retail trade (15.5%), 
manufacturing (10.8%), constructions (3.8%), agriculture and forestry (1.3%) and; 
electricity, gas and water supply (0.5%). 
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3.3.2 Agriculture 

The municipality is characterized by urban settlements which limit the practice of 
farming activities. In the year 2018/19 the area that was utilized for agricultural 
activities was 4,363.94 hectares. People have invested in horticulture crops such as 
vegetables, tomatoes, sweat potatoes, sweet pepper and onions. However, maize and 
paddy are grown on a small scale in the wards which are far away from the municipality 
center. Furthermore, the cash crops which are grown in the municipality include sisal, 
the plantations are found largely at Kingolwira ward. 

3.3.3 Livestock 

The same as in crop cultivation, livestock keeping is also limited in the municipality. 
Shortage of grazing land and by-laws introduced countrywide require that there must 
be a control to prevent massive livestock operations within municipals. 

Statistics show that 8.2% of the population engaged in livestock keeping (Morogoro 
Municipality Socioeconomic Profile, 2016). Cattle, goat, sheep, pigs and poultry are 
some of the livestock kept under zero grazing in the municipal. 

3.4. Priority Investment Opportunities in Morogoro Municipality 

Morogoro municipality is among the growing cities in the country attracting investors 
in social, cultural and economic development areas. The following explanations and 
tables below highlight the potential areas for investment in various sectors in the 
municipality. 

3.4.1 Investment Opportunities in Industrial Sector 

The general industrial structure of Tanzania is comprised of manufacturing, 
processing and assembling. Manufacturing is the largest of these three.  According to 
the Annual Survey of Industrial Production Report Statistical Report of 2016, 
manufacturing to 4.9 percent share of GDP. Given that Tanzania needs to become a 
semi-industrialized country, the contribution of manufacturing to the national economy 
must reach a minimum of 40 percent of the GDP by 2025. 

The materials, substances, or components transformed in the manufacturing industry 
include raw materials derived from agriculture, forestry, fishing, mining or quarrying 
and other manufacturing activities within the Morogoro Municipality. For instance, 
currently, most crops in Tanzania, and specifically in Morogoro Municipality, are 
marketed in their raw forms, while value-addition to agricultural products is mostly on 
a small-scale level.  This illustrates that large-scale industries are needed. 

Given the availability of materials and components necessary for industrial 
development, the following are general investment opportunities explored: fertilizers 
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manufacturing, manufacturing of packaging material for various agricultural 
commodities, cereal processing and packaging, oil seed processing, tobacco 
processing factories, textile and spinning industries, fruit processing and canning 
factories, sugar cane processing factories, canned meat factories and bakeries factor.  

But the suggested specific investments opportunities in this sector are animal and fish 
feed manufacturing; agro-chemicals production and manufacturing; bottling water; 
carpentry; fruit and vegetables processing; farm machinery assembly and seed oil 
industry as shown in the table below: 

Table 3: Specific Investment Areas in Industrial Sector 

Proposed 
Investment 

Animal and fish feed manufacturing industry 

Potential 
target areas  

-Mawasiliano at Mkundi ward 

-Star city 
Size and 
owner of land 
for investment 

-A Plot of 2 acres owned by MMC, the area is bare as shown in 
the picture below 

 
-Industrial area of 3200 acres at Star city project 

Current state 
of investment 

Investment exists but are not reliable 

Key 
investment 
rationale 

-Transport accessibility 
-The farthest distance from Mawasiliano to other parts of 
Morogoro on average is 20 Kilometers  
-Centered to other district and Regions 
-Favourable Weather condition 
- The production of water is 34,500 M3 per day 
-Presence of fish and animals in large number 
- People aged 15-49 years are 218,203 (47.1% males and 52.9% 
females) 
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-Availability of raw materials (maize, rice bran, copra meal, soya 
bean meal, meat meal and cane molasses) 

Market 
situation 

-High demand of fish and animal feeds for the in and outside 
District livestock keepers. 

Type of 
Investor 
recommended 

-Local and foreign investors 

Appearance 
expectations: 
A sample of 
feed 
manufacturing 
industry 

 
 
Proposed 
Investment 

Fruit and vegetables processing 

Potential 
target areas  

-Mawasiliano at Mkundi ward 
-Star city 

Size and 
owner of land 
for investment 

-A Plot of 1 acre owned by MMC 

-Industrial area of 3200 acres at Star city project 

 
Current state 
of investment 

-Exist but production is very low 

Key 
investment 
rationale 

-Electricity availability (TANESCO produce electricity at the units 
of Morgr2 5187, Moro 7011, Kidat2 5186 and Kidat33 5223 
voltage which are found in Morogoro region) 
-Road accessibility 
-Availability of research centers (SUA) 
- The production of water is 34,500 M3 per day 
- people aged 15-49 years are 218,203 (47.1% males and 52.9% 
females) 
-Availability of fruits and vegetable within municipality and the 
surrounding areas (Annual Tanzania production is 2.75 millions of 
tons of fruits and vegetables but only 4 percent is processed). 
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Market 
situation 

-Local and international high demand for the products. For 
instance, less than 10% of the horticultural products produced in 
Tanzania are exported to European Union, regional markets (i.e. 
East African Community – EAC, Southern African Development 
Community – SADC) and Middle East. 
-A well-established market for the product 
 

Type of 
Investor 
recommended 

-Local and foreign investors 

Appearance 
expectations:  
A sample of 
juice 
production 
process and 
fruits 
packaging 

  
 
Proposed 
Investment 

Seed oil industry 

Potential 
target areas  

-Mawasiliano at Mkundi ward 

-Star city 
Size and 
owner of land 
for investment 

-A Plot of 2 acres owned by MMC 

- Industrial area of 3200 acres at Star city project 
Current state 
of investment 

Exists but only for sunflower at small scale 

 
Key 
investment 
rationale 

-Electricity supply (TANESCO produce electricity at the units of 
Morgr2 5187, Moro 7011, Kidat2 5186 and Kidat33 5223 voltage 
which are found in Morogoro region) 
- people aged 15-49 years are 218,203 (47.1% males and 52.9% 
females) 
-Road network 
-Raw materials availability; seeds from sesame, sunflower, palm, 
and soya beans. 
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-Presence of research centers (SUA) 
-Country wise current daily processing capacity is 1968.8 tons, 
and no industry in Morogoro 
- The production of water is 34,500 M3 per day 

Market 
situation 

-Local and internationally demand for oil seed 

Type of 
Investor 
recommended 

Small and Medium scale foreign and Local investors  

Appearance 
expectations: 
A sample of 
sunflower 
industry 

 
 
Proposed 
Investment 

Agro-chemicals production and Manufacturing industry 

Potential 
target areas  

-Kihonda service industrial 
-Star city 

Size and 
owner of land 
for investment 

1 acre which is owned by MMC 

-Industrial area of 3200 acres at Star city project 
Current state 
of investment 

It will be a new investment 

Key 
investment 
rationale 

-Transport and communication 
-Electricity supply (TANESCO produce electricity at the units of 
Morgr2 5187, Moro 7011, Kidat2 5186 and Kidat33 5223 voltage 
which are found in Morogoro region) 
-Water supply (The production of water is 34,500 M3 per day) 
-Availability of skilled and unskilled labors i.e people aged 15-49 
years are 218,203 (47.1% males and 52.9% females) 

Market 
situation 

- Many farmers demand on agro-chemicals products 

Type of 
Investor 
recommended 

Medium to large scale investments company which can mobilize 
required capital for establishment of an industry 
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Proposed 
Investment 

Bottling water Industry   

Potential 
target areas  

-Tangeni and Bigwa  

-Star city 
Size and 
owner of land 
for investment 

-Private owned areas 

- Industrial area of 3200 acres at Star city project 
Current state 
of investment 

Only water supplying agency for domestic use (MORUWASA and 
Municipal Water Department) 

Key 
investment 
rationale 

-Electricity (TANESCO produce electricity at the units of Morgr2 
5187, Moro 7011, Kidat2 5186 and Kidat33 5223 voltage which 
are found in Morogoro region) 

-Transport and communication networks  

-Availability of reliable source of water (rivers and underground 
water) The production of water is 34,500 M3 per day 

- Availability of skilled and unskilled labors i.e people aged 15-49 
years are 218,203 (47.1% males and 52.9% females) 

Market 
situation 

-Increasing population and institutions ensure availability of 
market 

-Easy and good transportation system to nearby cities   
Type of 
Investor 
recommended 

Medium to large scale investments company which can mobilize 
required capital for establishment of an industry 

Appearance 
expectations: 
A sample of 
bottling water 
industry 
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Proposed 
Investment 

Farm Machinery assembling 

Potential 
target areas  

Kihonda service industrial 

-Star city 
Size and 
owner of land 
for investment 

-1 acre which is owned by MMC 

-Industrial area of 3200 acres at Star city project 
Current state 
of investment 

-Exist but not satisfactory 

Key 
investment 
rationale 

-Electricity supply (TANESCO produce electricity at the units of 
Morgr2 5187, Moro 7011, Kidat2 5186 and Kidat33 5223 voltage 
which are found in Morogoro region) 
- people aged 15-49 years are 218,203 (47.1% males and 52.9% 
females) 
-Water supply (The production of water is 34,500 M3 per day) 
-Road network 

Market 
situation 

- Presence of potential farmers and dealers 

Type of 
Investor 
recommended 

Medium to large scale investments company which can mobilize 
required capital for establishment of an industry 

3.4.2 Investment Opportunities in Agriculture sector  

Although the Morogoro municipality is urban in nature, there are various investment 
opportunities within the agriculture sector.  In addition, the Municipal Council aims to 
diversify and utilize efficient scarce land from 50 to 75 percent by June 2021 and 
improve agriculture infrastructure from 50 to 75 percent by June 2021 (Morogoro 
Municipal Strategic Plan, 2017). The investment opportunities in agriculture sector are 
identified below:  

First is the establishment of horticulture crop production, such as vegetables, 
tomatoes and sweet pepper, for export to neighboring regions and country; cereal 
production, processing and packaging industry; floriculture; and construction of food 
and fruit canning. 

As one of the region’s business and financial hub, agricultural inputs can be brought 
into the municipality and sold to other districts at affordable prices. Further to that, with 
the geographical position favouring easy accessibility by railway/road network, 
Morogoro municipal can be a reliable place for assembling agricultural mechanical 
equipment and distributing them to other areas. But the table below show the 
investment areas which are the priority in the municipality. 
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Table 4: Specific Investment Areas in Agriculture Sector 

Proposed 
Investment 

Floriculture 

Potential target 
areas  

-Kihonda service industrial 

-Star city 
Size and owner 
of land for 
investment 

-1 acre which is owned by MMC 

-Industrial area of 3200 acres at Star city project 
Current state of 
investment 

- It will be a new innovation 

Key investment 
rationale 

-Research institute 
-SGR transport will be nearby the area 
- Water supply (The production of water is 34,500 M3 per day) 
-Electricity (TANESCO produce electricity at the units of Morgr2 
5187, Moro 7011, Kidat2 5186 and Kidat33 5223 voltage which 
are found in Morogoro region) 
-Road network 
-Favourable weather 
-people aged 15-49 years are 218,203 (47.1% males and 52.9% 
females) 
- Presence agricultural research institute 

Market 
situation 

- No existing flower production farms and the demand is high 

Type of 
Investor 
recommended 

Small to Medium scale investments undertakings, able to acquire 
needed capital 

Appearance 
expectations: A 
sample of 
floriculture 
practices 
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Proposed 
Investment 

Cereal Production, processing and packaging Industry 

 
Potential target 
areas  

-Mawasiliano at Mkundi ward 
-Star city 

Size and owner 
of land for 
investment 

-A Plot of 1 acre owned by MMC 

- Industrial area of 3200 acres at Star city project 
Current state of 
investment 

-No investment 

Key investment 
rationale 

-Transport  
-Electricity (TANESCO produce electricity at the units of Morgr2 
5187, Moro 7011, Kidat2 5186 and Kidat33 5223 voltage which 
are found in Morogoro region) 
-Research centers 
- The production of water is 34,500 M3 per day 
-Availability of cereal crops within and outside the municipality 
- Favourable weather 
- people aged 15-49 years are 218,203 (47.1% males and 52.9% 
females) 
 

Market 
situation 

-Local demand 

-International demand for cereal products 
Type of 
Investor 
recommended 

Medium to large scale investments company which can mobilize 
required capital for establishment of an industry 

Appearance 
expectations: A 
sample of Pad 
milling machine 
and rice, and 
rice packaging   
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3.4.3 Investment Opportunities in Tourism Sector 

As the hub of Morogoro Region, Morogoro Municipality has sufficient financial 
intermediaries to provide easily accessible services that are essential for promotion of 
tourism industry. Specific services that are essential to the tourism industry are 
currency conversion and cash transactions, which are all made possible through 
availability of these financial facilities. Regarding to telecommunication services, the 
entire Morogoro Municipality has land line and cellular phone service providers like 
TIGO, HALOTEL, AIRTEL, ZANTEL, Smart, TTCL and VODACOM that provide 
tourists with access to needed communication services.  

The municipality has roadways that are well connected to other major cities within 
Tanzania. This easy access allows the tourism industry within the Morogoro 
Municipality to capitalize on other tourist circuits to the north (Arusha, Kilimanjaro and 
Mara regions) and southern tourist circuits of Mbeya, Iringa and Rukwa.  Having 
interconnected tourism attractions allows for cross promotional opportunities and 
increased coordination that can assist in product differentiation.  

The investment opportunities in tourism sector in general include: recreation centers, 
accommodation (emphasis on three to five-star hotels), conference tourism, 
construction of cultural sports. But the table below shows the priority investment 
opportunities in this sector. 

Table 5: Specific Investment Areas in Tourism sector 

Proposed 
Investment 

Recreation centers 

Potential target 
areas  

-Open spaces  

-Star City 
Size and owner 
of land for 
investment 

-Areas owned by MMC 

-Commercial area of 1000 acres at Star city project 
Current state of 
investment 

- There are open spaces, but have not been developed 

Key investment 
rationale 

-Availability of water 
-Electricity (TANESCO produce electricity at the units of Morgr2 
5187, Moro 7011, Kidat2 5186 and Kidat33 5223 voltage which 
are found in Morogoro region) 
-Transport and communication networks 
- people aged 15-49 years are 218,203 (47.1% males and 52.9% 
females) 
-Favourable weather 
-Low operation costs 
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-Presence of open spaces 
Market 
situation 

-Increasing population in Municipality and increase in demand for 
refreshment areas 

Type of 
Investor 
recommended 

Small, medium to large scale investments company which can 
mobilize required capital for establishment of a recreation center 

Appearance 
expectations: A 
sample of 
recreation 
centers 

 
 
Proposed 
Investment 

Construction of Three to Five Star Hotels 

Potential target 
areas  

-Former abattoir area at Mwembesongo ward 

 
Size and owner 
of land for 
investment 

-3.62 acres Land owned by MMC 

-Commercial area of 1000 acres at Star city project 
Current state of 
investment 

It will be a new innovation, and the area proposed for the 
investment is shown in the picture below 

 
Infrastructures, 
incentives and 

-Availability of water 
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services 
available 

-Electricity (TANESCO produce electricity at the units of Morgr2 
5187, Moro 7011, Kidat2 5186 and Kidat33 5223 voltage which 
are found in Morogoro region) 
-Transport and communication networks 
- Affordable construction costs. 
-Presence of construction’s tools and equipment 

Market 
situation 

-Tourism expansion 
-Need for executive places 
- Municipality is the center of many regions in the country 

Type of 
Investor 
recommended 

Local and foreign investors 

Appearance 
expectations: A 
sample of a 
five-star hotel 

  
 
Proposed 
Investment 

Conference Tourism 

Potential target 
areas  

-Uluguru Mountain 
-Mgulu wa Ndege 
-Mazimbu 

Size and owner 
of land for 
investment 

The areas owned by MMC 

Current state of 
investment 

-Invested at small scale: For example, camping site at Uluguru 
Mountain 
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Key investment 
rationale 

-Presence of various tourist attractions like: 
-Morning site (Old Germany settlement build in 1911), Water falls, 
bush shrike, three horned chameleon, Uluguru endemic toads, 
German tower, Lukwangule plateau, grave of Morogoro founder, 
curves, Graves of the warriors from South Africa (ANC) e.t.c  
-The center for many regions 
-The Municipality is nearby Selou game Reserve, Mikumi national 
Park, Uduzungwa national park 

Market 
situation 

-Need by the people to have refreshment centers 

 
Type of 
Investor 
recommended 

Small, medium to large scale investments companies which can 
mobilize required capital to invest 

3.4.4 Investment Opportunities in Livestock Development and Animal 
Husbandry 

Investment opportunities within the livestock development and animal husbandry 
sectors can focus on dairy farming and livestock processing industries such as milk 
processing, leather tanning and meat canning. Examples of these investment 
opportunities are shown below: 

Meat processing industry: The municipality needs a modern abattoir. A modern 
abattoir can be used as slaughterhouse, meat processing facility and act as a local 
market for livestock keepers. Thus, this factory would involve cutting, packing and 
sausage making, which would allow for diversified income streams.  These value-
added activities would help to capture market share locally and throughout other 
regional markets within the country. 

Dairy cattle farming: The ecology and climate of Mazimbu and Mlimani encourage 
large scale dairy and improved beef cattle farming.  The municipality would like to 
pursue business investment opportunities within the milk and meat production sectors. 
Moreover, credit facilities are available to enable households to acquire dairy cattle for 
enhancing milk production. 

Dairy goat farming: Dairy goat rearing is not common in the municipal and during the 
Agriculture Census of 2012 the municipal has the least number of goats than any other 
district in the region. On the other hand, for seven years, number of dairy goats 
increased. Nevertheless, Mlimani had the highest proportion of dairy goats 129 
followed by Mbuyuni 127 (Morogoro Municipal Investment Profile, 2016). 

Establishment of poultry farming: In Morogoro Municipal, there is a demand for the 
development and management of poultry industries.  Recently, individual poultry 
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keepers or other small businesses have expanded into this market, but additional 
investment opportunities exist within this sector.  

Food processing plant for domestic animals: Plants that specialize in the 
production of animal foods for domestic animals is highly attractive since there are 
many domestic animals kept in the Morogoro Municipality. The total amount of cattle 
kept include 9,319 cows, 5,342 goats, 641 sheep, 4,200 pigs and about 1,666,645 
hens (Morogoro Municipal Investment Profile, 2016). This gives a clear picture of the 
potential local demand, which would increase as other regions are pursued. 

Construction of hides and skins processing industry: There is a need for a 
redevelopment of the hides and skins processing industry in Morogoro Municipality 
due to availability of hides and skins.  For example, every day 100-120 cows are 
slaughtered in the existing abattoir and approximately 30 goats (Morogoro Municipal 
Investment Profile, 2016). The availability of water, electricity, raw material and good 
infrastructure help to make this industry a primary target for investment.   

The priority investment areas have been shown in table 6 below including: modern 
abattoir, auction market of cattle, sheep and goats; pork center, poultry modern 
abattoir; milk collection, storage and processing center; modern incubator and 
hatchery unit.  

Table 6: Specific Investment Areas in Livestock Development and Animal Husbandry 

Proposed 
Investment 

Modern abattoir 

Potential 
target areas  

Mawasiliano street in Mkundi Ward 

Size and 
owner of land 
for investment 

35 Acres, which have been surveyed and owned by MMC  

 
Current state 
of investment 

An area has not been invested, there is only a slaughter house as 
shown in the picture below. 
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Key 
investment 
rationale 

-Area is Accessible with tarmac road 
-Reliable power source (TANESCO produce electricity at the 
units of Morgr2 5187, Moro 7011, Kidat2 5186 and Kidat33 5223 
voltage which are found in Morogoro region) 
-Availability of financial institutions 
-A surveyed area which is EIA certified 
-MMC has 36 professionals 
- The production of water is 34,500 M3 per day 

Market 
situation 

- High demand of quality meat within and outside Municipality  

-Centered area from other regions. 

-The present abattoir doesn’t fulfill service provision (Recently only 
120 cattle are slaughtered and the target is 500 cattle) 

Type of 
Investor 
recommended 

Medium to large scale investments company which can mobilize 
required capital for establishment of an industry 

Appearance 
expectations:  

 
 
Proposed 
Investment 

Auction Market of cattle, sheep and goats 

Potential 
target areas  

Mawasiliano street in Mkundi Ward 

Size and 
owner of land 
for investment 

65 Acres which has been surveyed and owned by MMC 

 
Current state 
of investment 

- An area has not been invested  

Key 
investment 
rationale 

-Area is Accessible with tarmac road 
-Reliable power source 
- MMC has 36 professionals 
-Favourable weather condition 
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Market 
situation 

-The target of MMC to slaughter 500 cattle and recently only 120 
are slaughtered 

Type of 
Investor 
recommended 

Medium to large Local Investors are preferred 

Appearance 
expectations: 
A sample of 
sheep auction 
market 

 
 
Proposed 
Investment 

Pork Center 

Potential 
target areas  

-Mawasiliano at Mkundi ward 

-Star City 
Size and 
owner of land 
for investment 

-1 plot each with 4,000 Square meters owned by MMC 

-Commercial area of 1000 Acres at Star City project 
Current state 
of investment 

The present ones are very local; thus, a modern center is needed 

Infrastructures
, incentives 
and services 
available 

- Electricity (TANESCO produce electricity at the units of Morgr2 
5187, Moro 7011, Kidat2 5186 and Kidat33 5223 voltage which 
are found in Morogoro region) 
-Roads network 

Market 
situation 

-A need for modern pork center which adhere to sanitation rules 

Type of 
Investor 
recommended 

-Local investors within and outside Municipality 

 
Proposed 
Investment 

Poultry Modern Abattoir 

Potential 
target areas 

-Mawasiliano at Mkundi ward 

-Star City 
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Size and 
owner of land 
for investment 

-An area of 1 acre owned by MMC 

-Industrial area of 3200 acres at Star city project 
Current state 
of investment 

-There is no such service provision 

-Poultry slaughtered at very poor environment 
Key 
investment 
rationale 

- Road infrastructures 

-Electricity (TANESCO produce electricity at the units of Morgr2 
5187, Moro 7011, Kidat2 5186 and Kidat33 5223 voltage which 
are found in Morogoro region) 

-Availability of water supply (The production of water is 34,500 M3 
per day) 

Market 
situation 

- A need for modern poultry meet which adhere to sanitation rules 

Type of 
Investor 
recommended 

Local investors within and outside municipality 

 
Appearance 
expectations: 
A sample of 
modern poultry 
abattoir 

 
 
Proposed 
Investment 

Milk collection, storage and processing Center 

Potential 
target areas 

-Kichangani Ward 
-Star City 

Size and 
owner of land 
for investment 

-Surveyed area with a title deed owned by MMC 

-Commercial area of 1000 Acres at Star City project 
Current state 
of investment 

-There is a building but Storage and Processing facilities/ 
machines are not yet installed. 
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Key 
investment 
rationale 

-Accessibility of the area 
-Building infrastructures 
-High production of milk (2,321,559 litres) per year 
-Reliable source of power i.e Electricity (TANESCO produce 
electricity at the units of Morgr2 5187, Moro 7011, Kidat2 5186 
and Kidat33 5223 voltage which are found in Morogoro region) 
-Reliable water supply (The production of water is 34,500 M3 per 
day) 

Market 
situation 

-High demand of milk and milk products like Butter, ghee e.t.c 

Type of 
Investor 
recommended 

Local and foreigner investor 

 
Proposed 
Investment 

Modern Incubator and Hatchery Unit 

Potential 
target areas 

-Mawasiliano at Mkundi ward 
-Star City 

Size and 
owner of land 
for investment 

-A Plot of 1 Acres owned by MMC 
-Industrial area of 3200 acres at Star city project 

Current state 
of investment 

Small scale and unreliable available incubators 

Key 
investment 
rationale 

-Transport accessibility 
-Centered to other district and Regions 
- Favourable Weather condition 
- The production of water is 34,500 M3 per day 
- Electricity (TANESCO produce electricity at the units of Morgr2 
5187, Moro 7011, Kidat2 5186 and Kidat33 5223 voltage which are 
found in Morogoro region) 

Market 
situation 

-High demand of standard and improved chicks 

Type of 
Investor 
recommended 

-Local investors 

Appearance 
expectations: 
A sample of 
modern 
incubator and 
hatchery unit 
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3.4.5 Investment Opportunities in Construction and Infrastructure Development 

Morogoro Municipality is a regional business hub that brings in many people from 
various parts of the region and country. The arrival of people demands modern 
residential and commercial housing facilities. The Municipality encourages the 
construction of high-rise buildings for residential and commercial purposes. 

The general investment opportunities include commercial business centers, markets, 
dry ports, Godowns, parking centers, packaging centers, billboards, hospital facilities, 
schools (primary and secondary) and vocational training colleges. The specific 
investment areas suggested are shown in Table 7 below. 

Table 7: Specific Investment Areas in Construction and Infrastructure Development 

Proposed 
Investment 

Complex Commercial Business Center 

Potential target 
areas  

-DDC Building Kingo Ward 

Size and 
owner of land 
for investment 

-An area owned by MMC 
-Commercial area of 1000 acres at Star city project 

Current state 
of investment 

-There is an old building 
-A picture below show DDC building 

 
Key 
investment 
rationale 

-Availability of water 
-Electricity (TANESCO produce electricity at the units of Morgr2 
5187, Moro 7011, Kidat2 5186 and Kidat33 5223 voltage which 
are found in Morogoro region) 
-Transport and communication networks 
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-The area is EIA certified 
- people aged 15-49 years are 218,203 (47.1% males and 52.9% 
females) 

Market situation -Increasing demand for commercial buildings and offices 
Type of 
Investor 
recommended 

Small to large scale investments company which can mobilize 
required capital for establishment of their activities at complex 
commercial building after the completion of construction 

Appearance 
expectations:  

 
 
Proposed 
Investment 

Market 

Potential target 
areas  

-Mji mpya market- area, 

Size and 
owner of land 
for investment 

-The area owned by MMC 

- Commercial area of 1000 acres at Star city project 
Current state 
of investment 

Exists but it is old 
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Key 
investment 
rationale 

-Availability of water 
-Electricity (TANESCO produce electricity at the units of Morgr2 
5187, Moro 7011, Kidat2 5186 and Kidat33 5223 voltage which 
are found in Morogoro region) 
-Transport and communication networks 
- The production of water is 34,500 M3 per day 
 

Market 
situation 

-Increasing population and number of businessmen 

Type of 
Investor 
recommended 

Small to large scale investments company which can mobilize 
required capital for establishment of their businesses/activities at 
a market after the completion of construction 

Appearance 
expectations: 

 
 
Proposed 
Investment 

Hospital Facilities 

Potential target 
areas  

-Star city 

Size and 
owner of land 
for investment 

-100 acres owned by MMC 

- Industrial area of 3200 acres at Star city project 
Current state 
of investment 

Exist but are insufficient 

Key 
investment 
rationale 

-Road network 
-Water supply (The production of water is 34,500 M3 per day) 
-Electricity supply (TANESCO produce electricity at the units of 
Morgr2 5187, Moro 7011, Kidat2 5186 and Kidat33 5223 voltage 
which are found in Morogoro region) 
-Communication network 
-Presence of raw materials 
-Presence of skilled and unskilled labors 
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Market 
situation 

-Demand for health care services within and outside municipal 
council 

Type of 
Investor 
recommended 

Medium to large scale local and foreign investors who will manage 
to have a capital for establishment of hospital facility 

  
Proposed 
Investment 

Primary and Secondary Schools 

Potential target 
areas  

-Tungi Ward 

-Star city 
Size and 
owner of land 
for investment 

-10 acres owned MMC 

- An area of 1200 acres at Star city project 
Current state 
of investment 

- There are few schools which does not fulfill the demand 

Key 
investment 
rationale 

-Availability of electricity,  
-Transport and communication network are available, -Water 
supply (The production of water is 34,500 M3 per day) 
-Availability of skilled labors 

Market 
situation 

-increase of population rate 
-Immigration rate is higher  
New residential areas 

Type of 
Investor 
recommended 

Medium to large scale Local or foreign investors with adequate 
capital 

 
Proposed 
Investment 

Billboard 

Potential target 
areas  

Morogoro central Market, around all Keep lefts at Msamvu bus 
stand, Masika, Mjini Kati [Stendi ya Hiace], Posta, Tumbaku 
Municipal and SUA 

Size and 
owner of land 
for investment 

Places owned by MMC 

Current state 
of investment 

It is a new innovation 
Example of an area (Mjini Kati) for investment is shown in the 
picture below 
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Key 
investment 
rationale 

-Presence of already constructed office 
-Electricity (TANESCO produce electricity at the units of Morgr2 
5187, Moro 7011, Kidat2 5186 and Kidat33 5223 voltage which 
are found in Morogoro region) 
-Transport and communication networks 
-Keep lefts 
-The areas are situated at Municipality Business Centre. 
 

Market 
situation 

High demand for advertisement by businessman 

Type of 
Investor 
recommended 

Small to medium scale Local Investors who will afford the required 
capital 

Appearance 
expectations: 
A sample of 
billboards 

 

3.4.6 Investment Opportunities in Mining Sector 

In the municipality, it has been reported that mineral deposits such as gold, limestone 
and marble have been spotted in some wards of the municipal (Morogoro Municipal 
Socio-economic profile, 2016).  Small scale gold mining, which previously took place 
in the Kasanga area within the Mazimbu ward provided evidence that gold deposits 
exist in the municipal. Furthermore, there are various minerals found in the 
neighbouring areas like:  spinal, gold, sulphire, ruby, green garnette, quartz, red 
garnette and rod light within the Malinyi district; gold and red copper within the Kilosa 
district and; fraphite, gemstones, gold, ruby and spinel within the Ulanga district. 
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The investment opportunity suggested is mining processing and distribution center. 

Table 8: Specific Investment Area in Mining sector 

Proposed 
Investment 

Mining processing and selling center 

Potential target 
areas  

-Kihonda industrial areas 

-Star City 
Size and owner 
of land for 
investment 

-1 acre owned by MMC 
-Industrial area of 3200 acres at Star city project 

- Commercial area of 1000 acres at Star city project 
Current state of 
investment 

No investment 

Key investment 
rationale 

-Electricity (TANESCO produce electricity at the units of Morgr2 
5187, Moro 7011, Kidat2 5186 and Kidat33 5223 voltage which 
are found in Morogoro region) 
-Transport and communication networks 
-Availability of minerals nearby areas 
-The place is the center of many regions 
-The production of water is 34,500 M3 per day) 
 

Market 
situation 

-Increasing demand for mineral products 

Type of 
Investor 
recommended 

Medium to large scale investments company which can mobilize 
required capital for establishment of a center 

3.4.7 Investment Opportunities in Integrated Waste Management 

It’s estimated that a total of 250 tons of waste is generated per day (Morogoro 
Municipal Socio-economic profile, 2016).  It is generated from household waste, 
commercial waste, building materials waste, worn out motor vehicles and industrial 
waste. The shortage of skip buckets, vehicles and funds for operations creates a need 
for investment in solid waste management. The specific investment priority for the 
Waste Management Sector is highlighted in Table 9 below:  

Table 9: Specific Investment Area in Integrated Waste Management 

Proposed 
Investment 

Solid waste management system 

Potential target 
areas  

-Kihonda industrial areas 
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Size and owner 
of land for 
investment 

One acre owned by MMC 

Current state of 
investment 

- It is done but very little 

Key investment 
rationale 

-Accessible road transport 
-Water supply (The production of water is 34,500 M3 per day) 
- New modern sanitary land fill 
-Skilled and unskilled labors 
-5% levies to MMC and 10% levies to Ward of the total collection 
levy the rest goes to investor 

Market 
situation 

Presence of solid waste to the households and industries 

Type of 
Investor 
recommended 

Small to medium scale investments undertakings 

3.4.8 Investment Opportunities in Natural Resources 

Natural resources sector is comprised of various sub-sectors including forestry, 
fisheries, bee-keeping and wildlife. The sector is very important in the contribution to 
social and economic development of the municipality. The specific investment 
opportunities identified include modern bee keeping and honey, bee wax and; 
carpentry as shown in Table 10 below. 

Table 10: Specific Investment Area in Natural Resources 

Proposed 
Investment 

Modern beekeeping and Honey, beeswax added value 

Potential target 
areas  

-Mgulu wa ndege forest reserve  
-Mkundi ward 

Size and owner 
of land for 
investment 

2614 hactres owned by MMC 

Current state of 
investment 

Exists but at small scale 

Key investment 
rationale 

-Availability of water 
-Electricity (TANESCO produce electricity at the units of Morgr2 
5187, Moro 7011, Kidat2 5186 and Kidat33 5223 voltage which 
are found in Morogoro region) 
-Transport and communication networks 
-The forest covered by beekeeping resources (trees and water) 
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- Availability of beekeeping equipment industries (Producing 
beekeeping equipment) 
-Favourable weather 

Market 
situation 

-High demand for bee’s products 

Type of 
Investor 
recommended 

Small to medium local investors 

 
Proposed 
Investment 

Carpentry 

Potential target 
areas  

-Mawasiliano at Mkundi ward 

-Star city 
Size and owner 
of land for 
investment 

-1 acre owned by MMC 
-Industrial area of 3200 acres at Star city project 

- Commercial area of 1000 acres at Star city project 
Current state of 
investment 

Invested at small scale 

Key investment 
rationale 

-Electricity (TANESCO produce electricity at the units of Morgr2 
5187, Moro 7011, Kidat2 5186 and Kidat33 5223 voltage which 
are found in Morogoro region) 
-Transport and communication networks 
-Raw materials availability 
-Availability of labor 
Good weather condition 

Market 
situation 

Increasing demand for furniture and their products 

Type of 
Investor 
recommended 

Small to medium scale Local investors 

3.4.9 Investment Opportunities in Energy 

Energy is used for domestic, commercial, institutional and industrial purposes. The 
types of energy commonly used are charcoal, firewood, electricity and fossil fuels. Few 
use gases, biogas and solar. Seventy percent of the households use charcoal and 
firewood for cooking while the rest use electricity, gas and biogas. The demand for 
electricity in the Municipality remains unmet. Further, the increasing use of firewood 
and charcoal is detrimental to the environment. This calls for introduction of affordable 
and environmentally friendly sources of energy, which represents an opportunity for 
investors. 
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The general investment opportunities in energy include the establishment of thermal 
power stations, recycling human liquid waste into energy, generation of solar energy, 
construction of biogas plants and the construction of wind energy power in periphery 
wards. But the specific investment areas suggested are bio fuels (biogas) and charcoal 
production using solid waste as shown in Table 11 below. 

Table 11: Specific Investment Areas in Energy Sector 

Proposed 
Investment 

Bio fuels (biogas,) 

Potential target 
areas  

-Mawenzi 
-Star city 

Size and owner 
of land for 
investment 

-Half acre owned by MMC 

- Industrial area of 3200 acres at Star city project 
Current state of 
investment 

Exist but at small scale 

 
Key investment 
rationale 

-Road network 
-Water supply 
-Electricity supply (TANESCO produce electricity at the units of 
Morgr2 5187, Moro 7011, Kidat2 5186 and Kidat33 5223 voltage 
which are found in Morogoro region) 
-Communication network 
-Presence of raw materials 
-Presence of skilled and unskilled labors 

Market situation -Demand for bio gas within and outside municipal council 
Type of 
Investor 
recommended 

Small to medium scale local investors 

 
Proposed 
Investment 

Charcoal Production using solid waste 

Potential target 
areas  

-Kihonda industrial areas 
-Star city 

Size and owner 
of land for 
investment 

-1 acre owned by MMC 
- Industrial area of 3200 acres at Star city project 

Current state of 
investment 

Exist in small scale 

Key investment 
rationale 

-Road network 
-Water supply 
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-Electricity supply (TANESCO produce electricity at the units of 
Morgr2 5187, Moro 7011, Kidat2 5186 and Kidat33 5223 voltage 
which are found in Morogoro region) 
-Communication network 
-Low production cost 
-Availability of solid waste 

Market situation High demand for charcoal Within and outside municipal council 
Type of 
Investor 
recommended 

Local investors 
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PART FOUR 

INVESTMENT PROMOTION STRATEGIES AND ROADMAPS 
MOROGORO MUNICIPALITY 

4.1 Vision and Mission 

4.1.1 Vision 

The vision of MMC is to have “A community with a higher standard of living provided 
with a sound and quality sustainable socio – economic services by 2025”  

4.1.2 Mission 

The MMC is “To offer ‘adequate’ socio- economic services to people while creating 
trust by managing its resource base effectively and efficiently for the benefits of the 
council’s residents and beyond.”  

4.2 Investment Facilitations 

Investment facilitation streamlines and simplifies the trade/investment procedures 
makes it easier to establish and grow a business. It reduces and eliminates regulatory 
obstacles faced by investors during the investment process.   Below are some of the 
facilitations that are offered by MMC. 

i. Create an enabling environment that fosters business growth and marketing 
opportunities within the Municipal. This will be done in collaboration with various 
authorities like BRELA, TANESCO-Morogoro region, TIC, EPZA, TRA-
Morogoro, TBS, ENGINE and other Investment stakeholders. Also, MMC will 
emphasize public-private dialogues to help create this business enabling 
environment. 

ii. Provision of land at an affordable cost.  Star City is able to provide 3,200 acres 
of industrial land, 1,200 acres of commercial land.  The Municipal is able 
provide 20 acres of industrial land.  

iii. The Municipal technical team will coordinate problem solving as well as 
resolving Investor issues and queries in a timely and efficient manner.  

iv. Provide information and consultation services to help investors start and 
operate a business. This will be accomplished through an easy to use 
information portal that provides documentation on legal and administrative 
procedures.  

v. CMT will enhance the linkages between investors and educational institutions 
within Municipality to facilitate research and development on the targeted 
investment opportunities. 
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vi. Assisting Investors to get Government approvals on time as shown in table 12 
below.  

4.3 Investment Promotion Strategies 

Activities that seeks to market a Morogoro Municipality as an attractive location for 
investment is very critically important. The goal is to reduce investor risk by working to 
overcome information asymmetries, compensating for imperfect market conditions 
and providing businesses with confidence that the process will be efficient and timely. . 
The following are some of the suggested promotion strategies: 

Table 12: Investment Promotion Strategies 

S/N Promotion strategies Resources 
needed  

Responsible  

1 Improve business enabling policies to 
make it easier for businesses to do 
business through policy reforms that 
create favorable investment climate.  

 

Funds, 
Technical skills, 
Investment 
Policies  

 

Regulatory 
Authorities, 
Investors, 
ENGINE and 
CMT 

2 Generating relevant promotional 
materials and preparing events to create 
awareness on investment opportunities. 

 

Funds and 
promotional 
materials 

Investment 
stakeholders, 
CMT 

3 Organize workshops, seminars, forums 
and conferences to educate local 
investors/entrepreneurs and regional 
authorities. 

 

Funds, facility 
space, training 
materials and 
technical skills 

Investors, CMT, 
Facilitators, 
ENGINE, 
Regulatory 
Authorities and 
Community 
Stakeholders 

4 Provide incentives based on projects 
merits to encourage competitiveness and 
environmental sustainability. 

Funds and 
technical skills 

CMT, TIC, 
investors and 
Community 
Stakeholders  

5 Disseminate information on investment 
opportunities and incentives that are 
available in the district through 
investment forums, business councils 
and other events. 

 

Funds, 
Technical skills 

CMT, TIC, 
Regulatory 
Authorities 
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6 Utilization of Agriculture, Irrigation and 
Cooperatives Societies to provide 
financial services to low capital 
businesses.  

 

Land, 
agriculture 
inputs, Funds, 
title deeds 

CMT, Financial 
Institutions, 
Investors, 
Cooperative 
Societies 

7 Proper Utilization of Livestock and 
Fishery Resources in and around the 
municipality.  

 

Land, Funds, 
water bodies, 
title deeds 

CMT, extension 
officers, and 
Investors 

8 Promote and coordinate human 
resources development to support the 
industrial sector through SIDO programs 
that promote technologies that use locally 
produced raw materials.  

 

Technical skills, 
Funds, small 
industries 

CMT, ENGINE, 
Investors, TBS 

9 Coordinate basic social utilities for 
industrial development especially in 
investment demarcated areas where 
such services are not currently available. 

 

Fund, land, 
manpower 

CMT, social 
utilities 
providers 

Note: Regulatory authorities include TIC, TBS, TRA, EWURA, SUMATRA, BRELA etc. 

4.4 Investment Promotion Roadmaps 

Councils aim to attract investors at their location by creating an attractive environment 
for investment. In other to meet that goal, the Investment Roadmaps will be done by 
the year 2023/24.  A summary of those roadmaps is shown in table 13 below: 

Table 13: Morogoro Municipal Council Investment Promotion Roadmaps 

No Investment Promotion Activities Responsible 
1 Create enabling 

environment to foster 
business growth and 
marketing activities in 
the Municipal.  

i. Review all challenging by-laws 
and policies 

ii. Improve agriculture 
infrastructure from 50% to 75% 

iii. Increase Market Services 
iv. Construct a new Modern 

Central Market  

Municipal 
Council, TCCIA, 
BRELA, TIC, 
EWURA, 
SUMATRA, 
Investment 
Stakeholders, 
ENGINE, 
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v. Enhance the environment for 
PPP investments 

TANESCO and 
TRA 

2 Linking Local 
enterprises to 
Business 
Development Service 
Providers 

i. Working with partners like 
ENGINE project 

ii. Creating enabling environment 
iii. Technical and financial support 

Municipal 
Council, TCCIA, 
BRELA, 
TANESCO, 
Financial 
Institutions and 
ENGINE 

3 Educate businesses, 
people and investors 
on business 
formalization and how 
to invest in Morogoro 

i. SMEs and investors 
identification 

ii.  Registering and licensing 
SMEs and investors 

iii. Building SMEs capacity on 
investment issues  

Municipal 
Council, 
Investors, 
ENGINE, TIC, 
BRELA and 
Investment 
Stakeholders 

4 Conducting and 
facilitating feasibility 
studies for potential 
investment projects 

i. Provide technical and 
professional staff resources 

ii. Facilitate transportation and 
land surveys  

iii. Land provision 

Municipal 
Council, TIC, 
STAR City and 
ENGINE 

5 Utilization of Works, 
Transportation and 
Communication 
facilities for economic 
development  

i. Improve the quality of the road 
network and expand the road 
network to underserved areas 
within the Municipality 

TARURA and 
Municipal 
Council 

 

 
6 Fostering better 

access to finance 
i. Link financial institutions with 

investors and guarantee 
ii. Provision of business licensing 

and land title deeds 

Financial 
Institutions, 
BRELA, TBS, 
TRA, Municipal 
Council and 
Investors 

7 Promote community 
Based Bee Keeping 
Agroforestry System  

i. Natural forests to be 
conserved in Morogoro 
Municipal Council  

Municipal 
Council, Ministry 
of Natural 
Resources and 
Tourism, 
Community and 
Investors 
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8 Organizing 
investment forums 

i. Identify potential investors 
ii. Organizing and facilitating 

seminars 
iii. Participating in investment 

forums 

Municipal 
Council, TIC, 
Community, 
Investors, 
ENGINE and 
TCCIA 

9 Sustainable land use 
aligned with town 
plans and best 
practices in land 
management 

 

i. Conserve and Regenerate 
19,217 Hectares of Uluguru 
Mountains, Mguru wa ndege, 
Msembe, Goronya and Mindu 
forest  

ii. Improve Land Allocation to 
real estate developers  

iii. Establish a Land Bank to 
support real estate investors 

Municipal 
Council, Ministry 
of Natural 
Resources and 
Tourism, 
Community, 
Investors and 
STAR City 

10 Environmental and 
Sanitation 
Management  

i. Preservation of all open spaces 
of Morogoro Municipal Council 
to be identified and improved 

ii. Enhancement of 30% - 75% 
beekeeping in natural 
resources  

Municipal 
Council, 
Community and 
NEMC 
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PART FIVE 

INVESTMENT INCENTIVES AND POLICY ISSUES TO BE 
REFORMED 

5.1 Investment Policy 

Tanzanian Investment Policy, Tanzania has a body of statutes that govern investment 
(both local and foreign), foreign trade (imports and exports), customs duties, business 
licensing, Investment Policy, Performance and Perceptions in Tanzania intellectual 
property rights, export control, competition policy, and other related matters. Tanzania 
investment policy was established in 1990 to govern investment in the country through 
developing a clear policy of openness to investment creating a regulatory approval 
process that is efficient, consistent and cost effective.  

The Investment Act of 1997 was enacted to help create an attractive commercial 
environment, and to provide incentives for inward investment.  This act also 
established the Tanzania Investment Centre (TIC) as the sole investment promotion 
agency in the country to perform as a one-stop agency to coordinate and facilitate 
investment within the country 

The central government and town council are interested in promoting local and foreign 
investment to stimulate economic growth, reduce poverty and obtain more social and 
economic benefits especially in populated rural areas. This section describes 
investment incentives that have been adopted and their policies, management 
procedures and legal framework to assist investors and economic activities in 
Morogoro Municipality. 

5.2 Investment Incentives 

Tanzania recognizes the importance of investment in stimulating economic growth and 
development in the country and creating a potential for sustainable municipal revenue 
generation. A number of investment incentives are granted to both local and foreign 
investors in a variety of sectors in order to encourage investment.  

The incentives provided under the law are accessible to investment in areas which are 
considered for economic development. These sectors have included agriculture, agro 
based industries, mining, health, education, economic infrastructures, 
telecommunication, banking and insurance. With respect to investment incentives 
themselves, most date back to the Investment Act of 1993 (Amended in 1996). 
Investment Incentives and exemptions are categorized into fiscal incentives and non-
fiscal incentives. 
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5.2.1 Fiscal incentives 

Tax Incentives are designed to encourage investment, job creation opportunities and 
business growth. These incentives are designed to assist investment opportunities 
that qualify for the criteria outlined in the fiscal incentive policy. Tax incentives primarily 
work to enhance capital investment by reducing tax allowances. 

Tax incentives will facilitate various investment policy objectives. Types of incentives 
under this category include corporate taxes, cooperative society taxes, 

re-investment allowance on capital expenditure, with-holding tax on dividends, 
royalties and interest, personal income tax, indirect taxes, infrastructure allowance, 
double dedications of specified approved costs and expenses, accelerated 
depreciation allowances, specified tax incentives and investment allowances on 
capital expenditure that include non-designated area, local participation in the equity, 
export oriented project, project generating significant local employment, project 
depending on domestic resources, sartorial linkages, new technology and training.     

Some of incentives available to the holders of certificates of incentives 

On 23 June 2016, the Tanzania Parliament passed the Finance Bill, 2016. The 
proposed Finance Act, 2016 is subject to the President’s assent. 

This Alert only highlights some changes to the Finance Bill, 2016 as previously 
reported. Once the Finance Act, 2016 has been assented by the President, a 
comprehensive Alert covering all the changes in tax laws will be issued. The following 
amendments are being proposed; 

Income Tax Act, 2004 (ITA, 2004) 

• Services rendered by nonresidents outside the United Republic of Tanzania are 
not subject to withholding tax (WHT). The proposed change of including 
all services in the WHT regime has been dropped. 

• Petroleum operations will be subject to 30% tax, the proposed change to 35% 
has been dropped. 

Tax Administration Act, 2015 

• To validate an objection to tax decisions, a payment of the tax not in dispute or 
one third of the assessed tax whichever is greater remains unchanged. The 
proposal of payment of the whole amount of tax in dispute has been dropped. 
The payment to validate the objection has to be made within 30 days from the 
date of service of the tax decision. 
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5.2.2 Non-fiscal incentives 

Non-fiscal incentives refer to the services and assistance provided to investors by 
government departments to facilitate a registered enterprise’s operation and entry into 
the market. The government will provide technical assistance in order to improve 
investment productivity.  

The Technical Assistance provided by government include: 

• Recognition of private property and protection against any noncommercial risks 
• Automatic permits for employing an initial quota of 5 foreign nationals on the 

project holding Certificates of Incentives 
• Access to dispute settlement frameworks 
• Fast track services to obtain residence and work permit 
• Recognition of strategic investors status so that assistance from all government 

ministries is offered  a timely and efficient manner 
• Priority access to land, utilities, markets, transportation and communication 

The incentives are broadly standardized to avoid the high administrative costs 
associated with large number of incentives differentiated by activities and sectors. The 
Morogoro Council LGA has expressed a desire to re-assess incentive policy to make 
it more cost-effective and allow it to benefit a broader spectrum of the LGA’s 
population.  

The LGA continues to carry out the Financial Sector Development Plan, which has 
increased access to financial services through the promotion of microfinance, mobile 
and rural banking. The government is also committed to spending the percent of the 
budget on social sectors and infrastructure. It also offers a well-balanced and 
competitive package of fiscal incentives in comparison with other Tanzania regions. 

In terms of legal framework, the Tanzanian Government has a favorable attitude 
towards foreign direct investment (FDI) and has made significant efforts to encourage 
foreign investment. Generally, foreign investors use the social services available as 
local investors. For instance, in Morogoro Council the services available include 
transport and communication system, buildings, water tapes, electricity power.  

The Tanzania Investment Centre (TIC) is the focal point for all investor inquiries and 
facilitates project startups. It further provides joint venture opportunities between local 
and foreign investors and disseminates relevant investment information. 

The legal framework underlying the investment policy in Morogoro Council is provided 
by the Investment Facilitation Act of 1996 with its amendments of 2010 and the new 
code designed to facilitate the promotion of all forms of investment activities in 
Tanzania for both local and foreign investors. 
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5.3 Procedures of Acquiring Land for Investment 

5.3.1 Procedures for acquiring land for local investors 

Under Section 19 (1) of the Land Act, 1999 citizen investors or group of them may 
acquire land by a granted right of occupancy or a derivative right or by obtaining a sub 
– lease from the private sector. 

The procedures to be followed by local investors when applying for farm land include: 

i. Application submitted to District Authority 
ii. Consideration by District Land Allocation Committee for land up to 500 acres 
iii. Recommendations by Minister of Lands for land exceeding 500 acres 
iv. Application approved or rejected by Minister of Lands or District Land Allocation 

Committee. 
v. Applicant notified 
vi. Letter of Offer issued stipulating fees for approved application 
vii. Certificate of Occupancy prepared 
viii. Certificate registered 
ix. Duplicate given to the occupier of land 

The procedures to be followed by local investors when applying for urban land include: 

i. Application submitted to Urban Authority 
ii. Application submitted to Urban Authority Allocation Committee 
iii. Application approved or rejected. 
iv. Applicant notified 
v. Letter of Offer issued stipulating fees for approved application 
vi. Certificate of Occupancy prepared 
vii. Certificate Registered by Registrar of Titles 
viii. Duplicate Certificate given to occupier of land 

The procedure to be followed by both local and foreign investors when applying for 
Tanzania Investment Centre (TIC) Derivative Rights, which applies to both urban and 
farmland, include: 

i. Land identification by Ministry of Lands, Urban Authority, District Authority, TIC 
or An Investor. 

ii. Land gazettement by the Ministry of Lands 
iii. Land designation to TIC by the Commissioner for Lands 
iv. Submission of application to the Executive Director TIC 
v. Application approved or rejected by TIC 
vi. Investor(s) notified 
vii. Preparations of Derivative of Rights for approved application 
viii. Derivative Title registered 
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ix. Duplicate Derivative title given to occupier of land. 

5.3.2 Procedures for acquiring land for foreign investors 

Occupation of land by non-citizens is restricted to lands for investment purposes under 
the Tanzania Investment Act, 1997. Under the Land Act, 1999 a foreign investor may 
occupy land through: 

i. Derivative rights under section 20(2) of the Land Act, 1999 
ii. Application to the Commissioner for Lands for grant of Right of Occupancy 

under section 25(1)(h) and (i) of the Land Act, 1999 
iii. Sub-leases from private sector 
iv. Licenses from the Government 
v. Purchase from other holders of granted Right of occupancy.  

Land designated for investment purposes shall be identified, gazzetted and allocated 
to TIC, which shall create derivative rights to investors. Instances of grant of right of 
occupancy to a non-citizen are recognized under section 19(2) of Land Act, 1999. 
Section 22(1) (ii) allows the granted right of occupancy to be capable of being a subject 
of disposition. 

In this later case a right of occupancy can be disposed of from one holder to another 
provided the land will be sold to and acquired by a non-citizen if it is for investment 
purposes endorsed by TIC. Another way in which non-citizen investors can acquire 
land is by obtaining sub-leases from the private sector or through Government 
Licenses. 

The procedures to be followed by foreign investors when applying for grant of right of 
occupancy, which applies to both urban and farmland, include: 

i. Application submitted to the Commissioner for Lands accompanied by Certified 
copy of Certificate of Incentives issued by TIC and photograph of the 
applicant(s) 

ii. Application approved or rejected by Commissioner for Lands 
iii. Investor(s) notified 

Note: The acquired land either for farmland or urban land is subject to payment of 
stamp duty, survey fee, registration fee, preparation fee and land rent charges (see 
Appendix 1). These fees are subject to changes with time and location. 

5.4 Policy and Institutional Issues to be Reformed 

Discussions with CMT and TCCIA representatives and other investment stakeholders 
have identified policy and institutional challenges to investment promotion in Morogoro 
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municipality at local government level and central government at large. The issues are 
shown in table 14 below: 

Table 14: Policy and Institutional Issues to be Reformed 

S/N Policy and institutional 
Issues 

Suggested Reformations 

1 Little amount of land that has 
been reserved for 
investment purpose. Most of 
the land that is sought for 
investment are already 
owned by 
individuals/communities  

 

Collaborate with Star City in facilitating 
investment areas to the investors. For 
instance, Star Infrastructure Development 
Limited under EPZA has offered 1,000 acres 
for commercial purpose, 500 acres for dry 
port, 3,200 acres for industries, 1,200 acres 
for education and 100 acres for hospital 
investments. 

 
2 There is an unreliable 

market, especially for 
perishable items 

 

 

Information gathering and stakeholder’s 
consultation 

Industrial linkages and with perishable items 
producers 

Surveying SMEs views 

Export processing zone agreements 

Agreement to promote business linkages with 
local firms or small businesses 

 
3 The land for investment is 

cost prohibitive. 

 

MMC to link land owners and investors so an 
investor obtain land at affordable price 

 
4 There is no airport strip to 

facilitate easy air transport 
by the investors. 

 

Conduct the cost benefit analysis on offering 
finance to construct an air strip and evaluate 
long term impact of constructing an air strip. 

 
5 Little skills on investment 

issues, especially on 
appropriate investment 
procedures. 

Skills development requirements 

Capacity building is highly required on issues 
of investment to the local communities as well 
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as the CMT especially on the procedures to 
invest. 

 
6 Procedures to invest are 

overly bureaucratic.  
The services offered by TIC in term of time 
frame and cost (see Appendix 1) should be 
clearly followed in order to attract the 
investors. 

Transparency should be increased in laws 
and regulations that govern investments. 

 
7 There are conflicts between 

investors and MMC  
Dispute resolution systems must be 
formulated and effectively administered. 

Maintain open lines of communication with the 
investors through Public -Private Dialogues 

 
8 Poor information 

dissemination within 
organizations. 

Development a Standard Communication 
Process to ensure information becomes 
available to all relevant parties. 

9 Procedures to acquire loans 
are difficult and require 
collateral that most farmers 
are not able to meet.  

 

Continue to pursue innovative forms of 
financing that will benefit local farmers. 

The LGA continues to carry out the Financial 
Sector Development Plan, which has 
increased access to financial services through 
the promotion of microfinance, mobile and 
rural banking. 

 
10 Other land areas are owned 

by the 
individuals/communities but 
are not developed for a long 
time.  

Plot surveys and demarcations for both 
Commercial and Residential purposes should 
be done. 

Improve the approvals to purchase or lease 
land or change the zoning restrictions on land. 

11 Unreliable supply of social 
utilities especially water 
supply and other services. 

Make sure timely access to public utilities are 
available at affordable rates. 

Develop infrastructure that is directly needed 
by an investor or that government wants the 
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And if they are present, they 
are cost prohibitive. 

 

investor to build as a public good in the vicinity 
of the investments. 

Ensure foreign investors use the social 
services available as local investors does. 

 
12 There is no Investment 

Promotion Agency (IPA) at 
council level. 

MMC should rethink on establishing IPA at 
council level. This will facilitate:  holding of 
investment forums where prospective 
investors both Local and Foreign can meet 
and explore investment opportunities of the 
Regions. 

Centralizing investment promotion and 
facilitation activities like information 
dissemination and policy advocacy within a 
single agency can be cost effective and can 
help to present coherent impression of the 
municipality attractiveness to investors 

 
13 Political interference on 

investment issues 
Ensure good governance 
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PART SIX 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1 Conclusion 

The Municipality has identified potential investment opportunities for the purpose of 
encouraging local and foreign investors. The opportunities in trade, industrial sector, 
tourism, agro-processing, livestock, energy, natural resources, integrated waste 
management and construction development have been well elaborated in this report. 
The prioritized investment potentials are expected to be exploited by both local and 
foreign investors, small and large investors; and through Public Private Partnership as 
may be appropriate. 

In order to further attract new investors and retain existing investors, various 
investment facilitation and promotion strategies have been identified. Various 
initiatives have been presented to streamline and simplify the trade/investment 
procedures associated with establishing a business as well as activities that seeks to 
market a Morogoro municipality as an attractive location for investment.  

6.2 Recommendations 

Given that various investment opportunities have been identified, but there is a need 
for the council to have an IPA for improving the investment environment and providing 
promotion and facilitation services to increase both domestic and foreign investment. 
Careful consideration should be given to employ the resources most effectively and 
how to organize investment promotion activities. Public-Private Dialogue (PPD) is an 
essential tool for the development of investment in the municipality. 

There is little amount of land that has been reserved for investment purpose. Given 
the importance of land in investment, MCC must be quick on linking land owners and 
investors so that an investor can obtain land at affordable price. Plot surveys and 
demarcations for both commercial and residential purposes should be done.  Finally, 
MMC must be quick at linking investors with investment regulatory authorities (TRA, 
BRELA, TBS, EWURA, SUMATRA e.t.c) and be transparent on all of the procedures 
required to invest.  
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LIST OF APPENDICES 

Appendix 1: List of Services Offered by TIC by Time Frame and Cost 

S/N Service Delivery Time 
Frame 

Fee* 

1 TIC Application Form  Immediately USD 100 
2 Investment Guide Immediately Free  
3 Provision of Investment Act Immediately Free  
4 Certificates of Incentives 3 W/days USD 1,000  
5 VAT Registration 3 days Free  
6 Tax Clearance 1 day  Free 
7 Tax Identification Number  1 day Free 
8 Customs Approval Import List  7 days Free 
9 Business Name Search  1 day Free 
10 Business Licensing  1 day Fee 
11 Varies Company Registration  1 days TZS 50,000 - 371,200 
12 Industrial/Business License  2 days  
13 Residence Permit Class A (East 

African Nationals)  
10 days (Max) USD1,705 

14 Residence Permit Class A (Other 
East African Nationals)  

10 days (Max) USD 3,355 

15 Residence Permit Class B (East 
African Nationals)  

10 days (Max) USD 605 

16 Residence Permit Class B (Other 
East African Nationals)  

10 days (Max) USD 2,255 

17 Special Pass for Class A and B  1 day USD 660 
18 Work Permit Class B-Labour  14 days (Max) Free 

19 Linkages with government 
institutions  

7 days Free 

*10% administration fees paid to TIC towards respective costs for all services 

Source: National Bureau of Statistics, 2019 
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Appendix 2: Road Networks from Morogoro to Other Parts of Tanzania 
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Appendix 3: Tanzania Road Distances Chart in Km by June 2012 

 
 
Appendix 4: Railway Networks in Tanzania 
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Appendix 5: Distances from Morogoro to other Business Cities in Tanzania 
S/N Place Name Road 

Distance 
(Km) 

Air  Railway 
Distance 
(Km) 

Distance 
(Km) 

Time 
(Hours) 

1 Arusha 621 396 0.44 NA 
2 Dar es Salaam 192 170 0.19 207 
3 Dodoma 250 225 0.25 336 
4 Iringa 300 242 0.27  
5 Mbeya 630 518 0.57 518 
6 Mikumi National Park 118 99 0.11  
7 Njombe 518 NA NA  
8 Mwanza 960 711 0.79 712 
9 Tanga 329 249 0.28 NA 

Note: NA means not applicable, 


